Lake Smart

Lake Center TRS:
28-26-09
Latitude, Longitude
28.058152, -81.711005

Contour Lines
Expressed in 2-Foot Intervals

Lake Perimeter
Ground Level

EXPLANATION:
Survey Date: June 26, 2007
Lake water level was 125.10 feet above sea level at time of assessment.
Contours are expressed in absolute depth below this level.

DATA SOURCES:
2007 aerial photography provided by the SWFWMD.
Lake perimeter digitized from SWFWMD 2007 aerial photographs.
All contours generated by the Florida Center for Community Design and Research from survey data provided by the Polk County BoCC Natural Resources Division.

LAKE MORPHOLOGY:
Perimeter 18,678.01 ft;
Area 281.60 acres;
Median Depth 7.21 ft;
Volume 2,226.71 Acre-ft (725,577,431.2 gallons);
Deepest point 11.49 ft

DISCLAIMER:
This map is for illustrative purposes only, and should not be used for lake navigation.